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What is eCompetency
eCompetency is software designed to test staff competency within the
health and social care sector. eCompetency combines interactive
elements with industry standard assessment methods. The assessment
modules are aligned to the Core Skills Training Framework (CSTF)
allowing Managers to use the software to close the feedback loop and
reduce the duplication of training.

How do users access eCompetency
eCompetency has been built into your eBox set up. Once the
eCompetency content has been allocated to the user it can be found
by navigating to eBox front page header and clicking on “Required
Learning” 1 . The Required Learning page 2 is a list of all of the
allocated courses for that user. The eCompetency courses will be
displayed without a course reference number 3. Users need to click
on the topic 4 . The user will then have the option of launching the
eCompetency or the learning module 5 .
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How is competency tested?
The system is split into different rooms (areas) 1 designed to look like a
care environment 2 . Each room is a hazard perception and will ask the
user to identify hazards and answer questions relating to a specific topic
depending on which course is in use. There are 6 different topics to
explore.
Once the hazards have been identified the user is presented with a series
of questions that fall into one of the 3 categories below:
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Knowledge – what has the user identified? 3
Application – What can be done in relation to that particular the hazard?
Analysis – How can it be prevented in the future?
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Each module has a bank of 200 questions that are presented at
random, so it is highly unlikely that 2 users will be presented with the
same questions in the same order.
Each room allows access for a maximum of 30 minutes for all of the
hazards to be identified and related questions to be answered. This time
limit has been imposed to reduce the chance of the user going to
another resource to find the answers and will have to use their
competency to compete the activities.
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Scoring structure
Users score points for every correct answer. Users need to answer
71% of the questions correctly to pass, displayed as grades A to D
By incorrectly identifying non-hazards users are docked points, but
will be given the opportunity to redeem those points via a knowledge
questions. Running out of time will limit the volume of answers you
can physically click therefore missing out on potential points.

In system support

Fail – eBox will signpost you towards the full training course to
retrain and underpin your knowledge.
Pass – issued with a badge of honour that will mean you do not
have to complete the full training module on the associated topic at
this time.
If a user passes eCompetency then placing them in a training
environment (for the same topic) may not be the best use of
resources. Acceptable practise would be that further training on
said subject may not be necessary at that time based on a proven
competency. The recommendation would be that learning and
competency work together for the benefit of the individual, those
being cared for and the organisation. eCompetency should be
used to streamline your training schedule.

‘Samantha’ the virtual receptionist is on hand to guide the user
through the system as soon as they enter the course, explaining
the rules, navigation, points system and the different areas
within the system.

Topics currently available
Please note: The user needs to complete either the eCompetency
assessment or the course learning module.
If the eCompetency assessment is not passed the user will need to
complete the learning module to complete the certification.
The eCompetency must be completed in a single attempt. This is a
time based assessment. If the user runs out of time or is
unsuccessful in their attempt they must complete the training.
We are unable to reset the eCompetency.

Dignity in Care

Fire Safety

Infection Control

Medication

Moving and Handling

Safeguarding Adults

If you need support or have any questions regarding eCompetency or
eBox, then please contact us today.
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